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In 2021, the Football Association of Bosnia and Herzegovina continued to implement 
the planned activities in the organization and implementation of sports events. At the 
beginning of 2021, regular measurements and testing of all players in the national 
teams continued, with professional action and the use of modern technologies for the 
production of comparative data. Measurements are made in all teams, from the 
youngest to the oldest, men's and women's, as well as the futsal national team. 

The business activities of the General Secretariat of the BHFF were carried out 
regularly during 2021. The work of the administration took place in accordance with 
the decisions of the competent authorities, their recommendations in the direction of 
maintaining the optimal level of the number of employees in the building, and with an 
increased volume of ON LINE communication. Despite the fact that a large number 
of employees were absent from work due to the COVID 19 pandemic, at the 
beginning of the year 2/3 of the employees were infected with the virus, planned 
activities were implemented. The administration fully implemented the decisions of 
the BHFF Ex CO and the implementation of guidelines, recommendations and tasks 
from FIFA and UEFA continued continuously. During last year, implementation of the 
"Strategy of BHFF, 2022 - 2026" began, with continuous cooperation with the team 
of UEFA experts and their external consultants. A serious approach to the creation of 
the BHFF strategy in our country was demonstrated by the arrival of a team of 
experts from UEFA in September 2021. Then a two-day workshop was held with 
employees of BHFF, as well as representatives of Premier League clubs of BiH. The 
draft document will be submitted at the beginning of 2022 for further analysis, and 
possible changes and additions to the content. 

At the beginning of the year, the new head coach of the "A" national team, Ivaylo 
Petev, was elected. We failed to qualify for the World Cup in Qatar in 2022. The 
national team is in the phase of rejuvenation and during the competition in the 
qualification group we had a large number of infected and injured players. During the 
year five friendly matches were played in which younger players got a chance, as 
well as those who play in the domestic top competition. 

The young national team, "U-21", played seven qualifying matches for the 2023 
European Championship, as well as three friendly matches. No breakthrough was 
made this year. The change of generations is evident, with the observation that we 
can find very few potent players in the domestic competition. 

Our "U-19" national team achived participation in the Elite Round of the competition 
for the European Championship in 2022. They also played eight friendly matches 
and the result was half success. It is important that players at this age play as many 
matches as possible to gain experience. In this generation, there was a change of 
head coach, so that Slaven Musa, who moved to the "A" national team, was 
replaced by Ivica Barbarić, who in October achieved placement with the team in the 
Elite Round of the competition in the qualifications for EURO 2022. With this team, 
the selector Ivica Barbarić also took over the "U-18" team, which played several 
friendly matches. 

The national cadet team, "U-17", under the leadership of Nermin Šabić, qualified for 
the Elite round of the European Championship, and during the year they played ten 
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friendly matches. This team continues the continuity of good games, so there are 
realistic assumptions for good results in the future as well. 

Team of boys under the age of fifteen, "U-15", played several friendly matches and 
tournaments during the year. In this period, the implementation of the UEFA "Elite 
Football" project for monitoring the development of young and talented players 
continued. This time there were players from Bosnia and Herzegovina in 2005 and 
2006. 

The women's "A" team failed to qualify for the 2023 World Cup in New Zealand. With 
a rejuvenated team, but without players from abroad, it was hard to expect a better 
result. They played eight qualifying matches and four international friendlies. 

The women's, junior "U-19" national team qualified for the next round of 
qualifications for the European Championship. They played a preliminary 
tournament, held in BiH, where they won first place and secured the continuation of 
the qualifications. Last year they played ten friendly matches. 

The women's cadet "U-17" national team failed to achieve success at the qualifying 
tournament in Portugal, but as the host of WEURO 2022 in our country, it earned the 
right to perform. The European Championship for female cadets takes place from 03 
to 15 May 2022. in BiH. They played six friendly matches, along with organizing a 
camp for this age group of competitors from our country. 

Futsal "A" national team achieved a direct placement at the UEFA Futsal EURO 
2022, which is held in the Netherlands, through the qualification group. They also 
played two friendly matches and one international tournament last year. 

The 2020/2021 season competition in the "m:tel" Premier League of BiH has been 
successfully completed. The champion was FC "Borac" from Banja Luka, and FC 
"Sarajevo", FC "Velež" and NK Široki Brijeg also performed on the international 
stage. Competitions in the championship and the BiH Cup were held in accordance 
with prescribed measures adopted by the crisis headquarters, as well as the "Covid 
19 Protocol" for competitions organized by the BHFF. 

BHFF is the organizer and performer in the organization of four joint competitions in 
men's competition (youth championships "U-19", "U-17" and "U-15", as well as the 
championship in futsal) and two in women's football (senior girls and "U-17"). Four 
KUP competitions (seniors, seniors women, juniors and futsal) were also organized. 

Cooperation with entity associations (Football Association of the Republika Srpska 
and Football Association of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina) is at an 
optimal level, which is also reflected in the implementation of joint projects, as well 
as in the implementation of activities in accordance with established program goals. 

During 2021, the started projects continued, some of which have been completed. 
The projects listed below are in the completion phase, as follows: 

- The project of improving the reflector lighting at the stadiums of the Premier League 
of BiH; 
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- The project of developing the infrastructure of youth football through the wider 
social community (fields with artificial grass); 

- Project for procurement and distribution of disinfectants and equipment for the   
needs of the BHFF; 

- Several events of a humanitarian nature were organized, and the BHFF conducted 
these activities in accordance with the protocol and procedures of the entity's 
competent authorities. The regular event "Grassroots Football Week" was also held. 
There is constant cooperation with the "Special Olympics of BiH" in the organization 
of activities for children with special needs. The work on the UEFA project, 
"Integration of migrants through football/soccer" continued, and there was constant 
cooperation with associations from the surrounding area on the "Football together" 
project. "World Heart Day" was celebrated, and concrete support was given to the 
"Play Football, Live Life" tournament. Elite UEFA camps were held where boys from 
our country gather, as well as fair-play days for pre-pioneers in cooperation with 
BHFF. 

During 2021, the BHFF training center in Zenica provided the necessary conditions 
for gatherings, preparations and playing matches of junior and women's selections.  
It provided services during the holding of seminars, meetings and other events in the 
conditions of demanding epidemiological procedures. 

With limited conditions for regular work, the Education Center last year organized a 
certain number of seminars with a limited number of participants. The practical part 
of the classes took place in the Training Center of NS/FS BiH Zenica and the SRC 
"Vogošća" stadium. A significant number of events were held in the organization of 
the Education Center with the primary goal of training young coaches and preparing 
them for the successful completion of their education. 

The entire licensing procedure, along with the procedures prescribed by the rules, 
was carried out according to the set deadlines. There is an obvious need to monitor 
the flow of documentation, especially financial, for the licensing of our clubs, and the 
monitoring procedure must be carried out and finalized to the end. This year, the 
club licensing procedure at the entity levels was completed with certain difficulties 
due to the lack of documentation from the first league clubs. Specific shortcomings 
were pointed out to the licensing commissions in both entity associations, as well as 
to the heads of administrations and general secretaries. 

During the last year, the BHFF diverted the funds approved by the Executive Board 
through the competitions at all organizational levels from the funds transferred from 
the UEFA and FIFA funds, as well as from its own reserves. With this, significant 
steps were taken so that clubs, as well as associations at all levels, could overcome 
a very difficult period during the Corona virus, which is still not over. The help was 
evenly distributed among all the supported members, both financially and materially. 

 

II GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
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The regular, as well as the optional, session of the General Assembly of the BHFF 
was held on March 16, 2021. In accordance with the permission of the Crisis Staff of 
the FBiH Ministry of Health, the session was held at the "Hills" hotel in Ilidža. At the 
regular session, reports and plans were adopted, which were presented to the 
delegates via video recording, and the auditor explained orally audit report for 2020 
to the delegates. With this, the General Assembly of the BHFF held its regular 
session and fulfilled its obligations in accordance with the competences prescribed 
by the Statute. 

At this session, the following were unanimously adopted: 

• Report on work of the BHFF for the year 2020, 

• Report on the implementation of the revenue and expenditure plan of the BHFF for 
2020, 

• Audit report of the BHFF for the year 2020, 

• Work plan of BHFF for 2021, 

• Revenue and expenditure plan of BHFF for 2021. 

By accepting the Work Plan for 2021, the General Assembly approved a continuous 
increase in the quality of the administration's work, the implementation of the club 
licensing procedure provided for in the regulations, and the further expansion of 
capacity for the training process of younger categories through the implementation 
and realization of projects that will ensure better conditions for the development of 
football futture across the country. 

After the end of the regular session, the election session of the BHFF Ex CO was 
held. At the session, the new leadership of BHFF was elected, led by the new 
president, Vico Zeljković. The new vice-presidents of BHFF, Ivan Beus and Irfan 
Durić, as well as new members of the Executive Board of BHFF were also elected. 
At the end of the session, the appointments of new members to the commissions 
were confirmed, namely: Disciplinary, Appellate, First Instance and Second Instance 
for club licensing, as well as Prosecutors of the BHFF. 
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During the last year, the executive board held 14 (fourteen) regular sessions, of 
which 4 (four) sessions were held in the old convocation of the BHFF Ex CO and 10 
(ten) sessions under the leadership of the new president Vico Zeljković.                
The executive body worked in accordance with the competences prescribed by the 
Statute. Decisions and conclusions were made at the sessions, which were followed 
by the constant proactive action of this body during the crisis period of coronavirus. 
The General Secretariat duly monitored the work of the Executive Board, regularly 
informing them of all important events necessary for quality monitoring, realization 
and execution of program goals and tasks of BHFF. 

During the past year, the Executive Board monitored the implementation of the 
processes of reforming the administration of the Alliance that began in 2019. Focus 
of the activity is raising the quality of work, monitoring the work process in the 
General Secretariat, monitoring and managing the processes, and the final 
realization of the planned activities. In accordance with all the above, through the 
project for which BHFF applied to UEFA, the process of implementing the 
international standard ISO 9001:2015 was started. 

One member of the Mediation and Counselling Committee was also regularly 
present at the sessions of the Executive Committee. Committee for Urgency 11 
(eleven) sessions were held in the old and new convocations during the last year. 
The sessions of the Committee took place in accordance with the competences and 
procedures of this body defined by the Statute of the BHFF. This Committee made 
decisions in circumstances of impossibility to hold Executive Board sessions. All 
decisions and conclusions of the Committee for Urgency were verified and presented 
in the form of information at the sessions of the Executive Board, and all notes of the 
committee were submitted to the members of the BHFF Ex CO. 

Last year, this body worked very actively, acting preventively in situations when it 
was necessary, respecting the provisions of the Statute that define its competences. 
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In 2021, the committees, as well as the legal bodies of the BHFF, worked in two 
convocations, the old and the new. After the session of the General Assembly of the 
BHFF, from March 16, 2021.commissions of this body were appointed.                 
The committees from the previous convocation of the  BHFF Ex CO performed their 
tasks prescribed by the Statute of the BHFF and the rules, providing advisory, 
technical and legal support to the Executive Board of the BHFF when making 
decisions. After BHFF Ex CO made a decision on the appointment of new members 
of these bodies at its constitutive session, further activity was started towards the 
entity federations for the submission of proposals for the names of new members for 
the mandate period 2021 - 2025. 

 

A. COMMITTEES 

1. Competition Committee 

In the reporting period, (27) twenty-seven sessions were held, namely (20) twenty 
regular sessions, and (7) seven telephonic sessions. 

The committee dealt with cases within its jurisdiction, in accordance with the work 
Rulebook of the Executive Board Committee and legal bodies of the BHFF as 
follows: determined the proposal of Propositions and calendars of all competitions 
under the jurisdiction of the BHFF, performed analysis and registration of matches, 
made appropriate decisions of a competitive nature, conducted necessary seminars 
for delegates and at the request of the BHFF Ex CO resolved other issues related to 
competitions. 

2. Committee for judges and judging 

This committee, in cooperation with the administration, organized and held (13) 
thirteen regular sessions, (2) two telephone sessions, as well as (3) three Panels of 
the UEFA Referee Convention. This Panel played an active role in the processes 
related to the trial. 

For matches within the jurisdiction, and under the authority of BHFF, the Committee 
prepared and implemented following activities: preparation, organization and 
implementation of seminars for referees and referee observers; organization of 
seminars for regional referees and fitness instructors; delegation of judges and trial 
observers; trial analysis; lecturing to clubs about the Rules of the football matches in 
club licensing procedure; preparation and organization of exams for the federal 
category of judges and assistant judges; education of referees and futsal referees. 

 

 

 

3. Committee for stadiums and security 
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Three sessions were held at which the Committee performed the following activities: 
analysis of the security situation at the "m:tel" matches of the Premier League of BiH 
and other leagues organized by the BHFF; determination of high-risk matches in the 
"m:tel" competition of the Premier League of BiH; organization of seminars for club 
security officers and security coordinators; analysis of the work of club security 
officers and issuance of guidelines for the correction of work and compliance with the 
instructions for holding work meetings with representatives of police agencies for 
better cooperation and coordination regarding the organization of matches. 

The committee also appointed security coordinators at "m:tel" Premier League 
matches, other BHFF competitions, as well as at national team matches. 

4. Committee for sports medicine 

This Committee held one constitutive session. The members of the Committee, as 
well as the doctors from the representative teams, performed duties of the medical 
officer at the "m:tel" matches of the Premier League of BiH in the period when they 
were played without the presence of the audience. 

5. Futsal Committee 

The committee held (2) two regular sessions, where the Premier Futsal League 
(PFL) was analysed, discussed the modalities of the U-19 PFL competition, work 
with representative teams and other issues related to their work. Committee 
members also attended a meeting with representatives of Premier Futsal League 
BiH clubs. 

6. Committee for women's football/soccer 

(2) Two sessions of the Committee for Women's Football/Soccer were held. During 
the sessions, the previous competitive season was analysed, as well as the 
representative performances of our selections. Modalities for improving work in 
women's football clubs were discussed. 

7. Committee for youth football 

In the past year, only one constitutive session was held. It was concluded that there 
is a need for a more active role of the members of this committee when considering 
issues within its scope, with the aim of improving youth football. 

8. Technical committee 

In the previous year, not a single session of this committee was held. 

9. Committee on the status and transfer of players 

4 (four) sessions were held in the last calendar year. In the domain of its work, the 
committee resolved disputes arising from the application of contracts and club-player 
relations, as well as objections to the decisions of the first-instance authorities on 
player registration for players who register for Premier League clubs of BiH. In the 
previous period, the Committee participated in the preparation of proposals for 
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amendments to the Rulebook on registration, status and transfer of BHFF players, 
as well as regulations related to registration, status and transfer of players. 

10. Legal Committee 

In the past year, the Legal Committee held 11 (eleven) sessions, 10 regular and one 
telephonic. During the year, the Committee took an active part in the preparation of 
the Rulebook on the status and transfer of players, the Rulebook on football 
competitions, the Rulebook on the education of coaches, the Disciplinary Rulebook, 
Propositions, as well as giving opinions to the Executive Board. 

11. Finance Committee 

The committee held 4 (four) sessions during which it considered, analysed and 
prepared the Report on the execution of the income and expenditure plan for 2021, 
the proposal for the Income and Expenditure Plan of the BHFF for 2022, the external 
auditor's report on financial issues, Information on the situation with claims from the 
clubs of the Premier League of BiH and other issues within its jurisdiction. 

12. Media Committee 

4 (four) sessions of the Media Committee were held, two each in the old and new 
convocations. Committee members actively participated in the work of each session. 
The focus of their work is on improving communications with the media, preparing 
author's texts for BHFF website, and coordinating the activities of media 
appearances before the matches of our "A" national team. 

13. Marketing and TV Rights Committee 

The committee held a constitutive session. They discussed the directions of further 
work and actions to accelerate activities in the direction of coordinating the task with 
the Marketing and Communications Service in order to find new partners and 
sponsors of NS/FS BiH. 

 

B. LEGAL BODIES 

1. Disciplinary Commission 

In the reporting period, (20) twenty regular sessions were held, of which (2) two were 
by telephone. 

The commission, in its capacity as a first-instance body, dealt with violations 
committed by: clubs, players, officials, professional and technical managers, clubs, 
referees and coaches in all matches played within the competition managed by 
BHFF as well as clubs connection with his obligations to the Federation, players and 
other clubs. The commission also made decisions on the punishments of the players 
of the "m:tel" clubs of the Premier League in accordance with the Disciplinary Rules 
of the BHFF. 
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2. Appeal commission 

The Commission held (5) five sessions, and the number depended on the number of 
appeals that were within its jurisdiction. 

The commission handled appeals filed against the decisions of the Disciplinary 
Commission and the Competition Committee, which are not final according to the 
Disciplinary Rules of the BHFF, as well as the Rules of Football Competitions of the 
BHFF. 

Also, the Commission resolved appeals against the decisions of the second-instance 
authority, which refer to disputes based on requests for compensation for training 
players and disputes related to contractual obligations between players and clubs, in 
accordance with the Rulebook on registration, status and transfer of players NS/ FS 
BiH. 

3. Commissions for club licensing 

The commissions held (7) seven sessions, namely: 2 (two) sessions of the First 
Instance Commission, (2) sessions of the Second Instance Commission, (2) two 
preparatory sessions and one consultative session. 

The members of the commissions performed their task professionally, regardless of 
certain difficulties in their work, making difficult decisions, they performed their task 
with quality and carried out the procedure of preparing the case and correctly dealing 
with procedure when deciding on the issuance/non-issuance of a license, while 
properly applying the principle of confidentiality and independence. 

4. Prosecutors 

The prosecutors held a constitutive session last year. They discussed the modality of 
work in the coming period, the directions of further activities to improve the work and 
tasks prescribed by the Rulebook on work of prosecutors of the BHFF. 
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V GENERAL SECRETARIAT 

The competences and responsibilities of the employees of the General Secretariat 
are defined by the Statute of the NS/FS of BiH and they are further determined by 
the Rulebook on the internal organization and systematization of workplaces. 
According to the organizational chart, the General Secretariat is structured as 
follows: Office of the General Secretary, Department for Administration and 
Department for Sports. Sectors are directly managed by executive directors, and 
they are further divided into services and departments. 

In order to realize regular jobs and tasks, quality cooperation with entity associations 
was achieved. Financial obligations to third parties, suppliers and lower 
organizational levels of the competition were regularly serviced. Relations with 
Premier League clubs, sponsors and business partners are constantly maintained at 
a professional level. 

A. OFFICE OF THE GENERAL SECRETARY 

The cabinet performed tasks of coordination and management of all processes 
within the administration of the General Secretariat. In addition to regular activities, 
the cabinet is in charge of preparations for the General Assembly, the session of the 
Executive Board and the Emergency Committee. After submitting the decisions, 
cabinet implemented the decisions and conclusions of the Executive Board. It 
permanently provided regular support services, namely: administrative, legal and 
operational to all the aforementioned authorities. In addition, work was done on the 
organization of matches and trips of all national teams, with a special emphasis on 
the "A" national team. 

The cabinet prepared and organized the reception of representatives from FIFA and 
UEFA, and welcomed members of other national associations during their visit to the 
Federation. Regular preparations for the trips of BHFF delegation to FIFA, UEFA and 
other national associations were carried out. Here is important to highlight the 
preparatory actions for congresses, seminars, meetings carried out by the Cabinet 
within its jurisdiction. 

The Department for Licensing Clubs and International Relations operates within the 
Cabinet, and the activities of these departments will be described in more detail in a 
separate section of this Report. As part of the Cabinet, there is a functionally 
assigned position for the manager of standards and quality, and it includes tasks 
prescribed in the Rulebook on internal organization and systematization of 
workplaces for the position "Manager of standards and quality". 

B. SECTOR FOR ADMINISTRATION 

The administration sector functions within the framework of four services, as 
organizational units, namely: 

1. Department of Economic Affairs 

2. Service of general and legal affairs 

3. Marketing and communication department 
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4. Maintenance Service and Training Center in Zenica 

In 2021, the Administration Sector started the implementation of planned activities 
aligned with the objective assumptions of functioning in the circumstances of the 
pandemic, COVID 19. Even under such conditions, the Sector implemented planned 
activities from the scope of financial, economic, accounting, legal, marketing, 
communication, technical and of developmental nature, and in accordance with the 
competences and obligations prescribed by the Rulebook on the internal 
organization and systematization of workplaces of the General Secretariat of the 
BHFF, the Rulebook on work and labor relations of the BHFF, the Law on Labor in 
the Institutions of BiH, other relevant regulations, and FIFA and UEFA requirements, 
and all according to the recommendations of competent bodies in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina. 

1. Economic affairs services 

The Department for Economic Affairs carried out its planned activities through two 
departments:  

- Department of Finance 

- Department of accounting and book keeping 

In 2021, the Department for Economic Affairs performed the following tasks: 

- Recording of business changes, 

- Invoicing disciplinary penalties and other obligations to clubs participating in 
competitions organized by BHFF, 

- Calculation and preparation of orders for payment of gross personal income and 
other income of employees of the General Secretariat of the BHFF, 

 - Calculation and preparation of orders for the payment of gross fees to members of 
management bodies, committees and legal bodies of the Association, 

- Calculation and preparation of orders for payment of gross fees to officials, for 
competitions organized by BHFF, 

- Regular monitoring of the financial situation regarding the collection of claims and 
payment of obligations, regular information on the financial situation of the 
Association, 

- Cooperation with the Finance Committee of the BHFF and preparation of 
information and reports as requested by the Finance Committee, 

- Participation in the development of the Income and Expenditure Plan for 2022, 
monitoring of execution, and information on the financial situation of BHFF, 

- Reconciliation of records and data submitted by the Commission for the List of 
Basic Assets and Sources of Assets with the balance as of December 31, 2020. 
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- Regular monitoring of the financial situation regarding the collection of claims and 
payment of obligations, regular information on the financial situation of the 
Association, 

- Cooperation with the Finance Committee of the BHFF and preparation of 
information and reports as requested by the Finance Committee, 

- Participation in the development of the Income and Expenditure Plan for 2022, 
monitoring of execution, and information on the financial situation of the BHFF, 

- Reconciliation of records and data submitted by the Commission for the List of 
Basic Assets and Sources of Assets with the balance as of December 31, 2020. 

- Acting according to the requirements of UEFA and FIFA, as well as submitting the 
requested data and information on the intended use of funds used by the BHFF from 
programs of these organizations, 

- Preparation of information and other acts at the request of the Executive Director of 
the Administration Sector and the General Secretary, as well as cooperation with 
other organizational parts of the General Secretariat in order to fulfil the goals and 
tasks prescribed by the Statute of the BHFF. 

2. Department of legal, personnel and development affairs: 

- Department of Legal and Development Affairs  

- Department of personnel affairs 

In the past year 2021, the Service for Legal, Development and Personnel Affairs 
performed a wide range of work tasks, based on the job descriptions provided in the 
Rulebook for the positions in the Service, but implemented with only one employee. 

In the current year 2021, the Department for Legal, Development and Personnel 
Affairs performed the following tasks: 

- Preparation of amendments to regulations, instructions, plans and other acts of the 
BHFF for adoption, of which the most important are the amendments to the 
Disciplinary Regulations of the BHFF, the Regulations on registration of clubs and 
players and the status and transfer of players BHFF, the Regulations on licensing of 
clubs for participation in UEFA club competitions and Premier League BiH 
competition, Rulebook on the status of BHFF coaches and others; 

- Preparation of proposals for general legal acts that have not been yet adopted and 
are necessary for the work of the BHFF; 

- Attendance at the sessions of the Executive Board, preparation of decisions of the 
Executive Board, as well as minutes from the sessions of the BHFF Ex CO; 

- Preparation of all decisions of the General Secretary of the BHFF; 

- Active participation and assistance in the work of the Election Commission of the 
BHFF in order to prepare for the elections held on March 16, 2021. in the capacity of 
Secretary of the Electoral Commission of the BHFF, which entailed: arranging 
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sessions (4 sessions in total), preparing materials, arranging agenda items, keeping 
minutes, drafting and forwarding all decisions and conclusions, cooperation with the 
entity associations in order to deliver documentation for all candidates for the 
elections, keeping records after the review of all available documents by the 
Commission, and coordination with the federations in order to complete the missing 
documents within the stipulated period, drafting opinions and reports to the General 
Assembly of BHFF, 

- Active participation in the election process at the General Assembly of the BHFF 
held in March 2021 in terms of reporting the event to the competent authorities in 
accordance with the COVID-19 recommendations and orders, obtaining consent to 
hold them, preparing the hall for delegates, preparing the ballot boxes, ballots, 
assisting in the counting of votes and preparing reports after each round of voting for 
the Election Commission of the BHFF, preparing and archiving signed declarations 
of independence, 

- Drafting of all decisions of the General Assembly of the BHFF, 

- Active participation in the process of collecting documentation necessary for the 
appointment of members of the Executive Committee of the BHFF and keeping 
records of the same, in accordance with the Statute of BHFF and other relevant 
regulations, as well as cooperation with the Legal Committee, the Executive Board 
and the General Secretary of BHFF, as well as the entity associations in connection 
with the aforementioned process, 

- Coordinating the work of the Legal Committee of the BHFF at all sessions held in 
2021, of which there were 11 (eleven) in total, one of which was by telephone, which 
includes: arranging sessions, preparing materials, arranging agenda items, keeping 
minutes, drafting and forwarding all decisions and conclusions, harmonizing and 
incorporating comments and suggestions of committee members into the working 
materials of regulations, instructions and other acts, 

- Coordinating the work of the Committee for the status and transfer of BHFF players 
at all meetings, of which there were 4 (four) last year, which includes: arranging 
meetings, preparing materials, agreeing on agenda items, keeping minutes, drawing 
up and forwarding all conclusions of this Committee from the aforementioned 
sessions; 

- Participation in the work of the Disciplinary Commission of BHFF at the sessions 
held in 2021, as well as the preparation of decisions, conclusions and other 
submissions resulting from the work of this legal body; 

- Participation in the work of the Appellate Commission of the BHFF, which includes 
arranging sessions, preparing materials, arranging agenda items, keeping minutes, 
drawing up and forwarding all decisions of this legal body from the aforementioned 
sessions; 

- Assistance in the work of the BHFF Competition Committee, when for the purposes 
of proper application of the relevant regulations of BHFF and making decisions and 
conclusions of this body, it was necessary to provide expert opinion and 
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interpretation and to draft certain more complex decisions and conclusions of this 
body; 

- Participation in the preparation of meetings and the work of other "ad hoc" 
committees (Tender Committees, Committee for the Selection of Audit Firms, 
Committee for the Selection of the Most Favourable Bidder, Committee for the 
Admission of Candidates to Employment), which includes: arranging meetings, 
preparing materials, agreeing on agenda items, tracking time, drawing up and 
forwarding all the conclusions of these bodies from the sessions; 

- Preparation of project proposals and monitoring of their implementation, as well as 
delivery of all relevant documentation in order to successfully implement projects; 

- Application and registration of changes in the Ministry of Justice of BiH, which 
occurred after the adoption of the decisions of the General Assembly of BHFF; 

- Drafting contracts on work, its engagement, business cooperation and other similar 
contracts for the needs of BHFF; 

- Implementation of the decisions of the Executive Board of BHFF; 

- Assistance in drafting head coach contracts and decisions on their appointment; 

- Drafting of decisions, conclusions, time and other documents for need of smooth 
performance of various segments of work of the BHFF in accordance with current 
activities; 

- Drafting decisions on business trips abroad, decisions on approved payments, 
decisions on paid or unpaid leave, decisions on inducements and other similar 
decisions; 

- Provision of administrative and technical support in procedures for obtaining 
citizenships of BiH for potential representatives of various representative teams of 
BiH; 

- Certification and termination of contracts of professional and amateur players, as 
well as agreements on assignment of professional players of "m:tel" clubs of the 
Premier League of BiH; 

- Preparation of new standard forms of professional and amateur players; 

- Providing assistance to other services and departments of the BHFF in drafting 
letters, responses, decisions, conclusions and other documents; 

- Drafting of all letters and legal documents that are not included in the previous 
points; 

- Section of current court cases; 

- Communication with courts in Bosnia and Herzegovina; 

- Communication with the International Court of Arbitration for Sport in Lausanne 
(CAS); 
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- Communication and cooperation with the Prosecutor's Office of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina and the State Agency for Investigation and Protection (SIPA) as well as 
other judicial bodies; 

- Realization of compensation for non-material damage in cases of players injury of 
national teams based on insurance policies with SARAJEVO-OSIGURANJE; 

- Providing support in the organization of matches of all national teams, and the 
development of the COVID-19 protocol for all home matches; 

- Establishment of legal bases and collection of relevant documentation for the 
regulation of all issues related to the old business headquarters of BHFF, as well as 
the BHFF Training Center in Zenica; 

- Drafting lease agreements with tenants of business premises in lamella "C" of the 
new business building; 

- Cooperation and issuance of relevant certificates to tenants in accordance with 
their needs; 

- Issuing certificates from the register of disciplinary sanctions; 

- Issuing certificates to employees, and other natural and legal persons, in 
accordance with their relevant requirements; 

- Cooperation with all competent state bodies and institutions relevant to the work of 
the BHFF; 

- Providing legal advice to interested parties, law firms and other natural and legal 
persons; 

- Submission of applications for the registration of vehicles that make up the fleet of 
BHFF and submission of documentation and requests to the Ministry of Transport of 
Sarajevo Canton for the issuance of a decision on fulfilment of technical and 
operating conditions for individual vehicles; 

- Submission of relevant regulations and acts for publication on the BHFF website. 

Regardless of tasks performed above, which fall under the domain of legal affairs, in 
2021 Service was engaged in additional activities such as: 

• Providing assistance in drafting relevant decisions of club licensing commissions; 

• Participation in the UEFA Football Law Program (4th edition); 

• Active participation in UEFA workshops related to the development of the BHFF 
Strategy, as well as the submission of reports and information related to education, 
personnel, cooperation with the public, competition and good management; 

• Participation in process of implementation of the ISO 9001 standard in operations 
of BHFF in connection with the process of "non-compliance management"; 
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• Preparation of seminars for registration associations and clubs in connection with 
the new Rulebook on registration of clubs and players and the status and transfer of 
players; 

• Creation of a list of all registered intermediaries of players with BHFF in the period 
from establishment of BHFF until 2015 and registration of the same at FIFA; 

• Participation in the visa application process. 

3. Service of general affairs 

Service for General and Legal Affairs their planning activities carried out through two 
departments, namely: 

     - Department of Administrative Affairs 

     - Logistics Department 

The administration department was in charge of a wide range of different tasks, 
namely: keeping BHFF protocols, archiving normative and other acts of BHFF, 
keeping personal records and documentation of all employees, keeping records of 
the use of official vehicles, keeping all types of purchases, etc. as well as issuing 
certain instructions and procedures for the functioning of the BHFF administration in 
the conditions of the COVID 19 pandemic. The department managed technical 
organization of a regular and election session of the BHFF General Assembly held 
on March 16, 2021. 

The administration department additionally managed tasks of a technical and 
development nature, such as: 

- The project improving reflector lighting at stadiums of the Premier League of BiH; 

- The project of developing infrastructure of youth football/soccer through wider  
social community-fields with artificial grass; 

- Preparation of the Project for complete reconstruction of main pitches of the BiH 
Premier League stadiums; 

- Project for procurement and distribution of disinfectants and equipment for the 
needs of the BHFF and its members. 

 

The logistics department performed the following tasks: 

Storage, preservation and maintenance, as well as keeping records of entry and exit 
of sports equipment, preparation and issuance of sports equipment, economic 
activities in all national teams, transport of sports equipment and transportation of 
people involved, activities of keeping records of entry and exit to the business 
building, activities of coordination of physical security of the business facility, 
coordination of maintenance of system of the business facility, maintenance of 
cleanliness in the premises of BHFF, etc. 
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4. Marketing and communication department 

The service functions through two functional departments, namely: 

- Marketing department 

- Department of Communications 

In 2021, the Marketing and Communications Department was filled by hiring the 
head of the Marketing and Communications Department. The marketing department 
had continuous cooperation with current sponsors, and ongoing activities were 
carried out in direction of searching for new sponsors. Special attention was paid to 
the extension of cooperation with sponsors whose contracts expired in the middle of 
the year, as well as at the end of the year. During the year, the cooperation with the 
long-term sponsor "Ziraat Bank" was extended. Of all the marketing activities, the 
signing of the contract with the "m:tel" clubs of the Premier League of BiH regarding 
the organization and installation of LED systems at all matches of the "m:tel" Premier 
League of BiH and the BiH Cup, stands out. Accordingly, the contract was signed 
with the company "YUBACOM" as for the carrier of the mentioned activities.          
The marketing service devoted a significant part of its activities to the branding of the 
stadium for the needs of the matches of the "A" national team in the qualifiers for the 
World Cup 2022 and friendly matches, all in accordance with UEFA requirements 
and standards. The same activities were carried out in the BHFF Training Center, 
where some of the matches of the women's and junior teams were organized and 
played. The same applies to the branding of other stadiums in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina where our teams played official matches. 

The Communications Department carried out continuous promotion of BHFF, and 
thus our sponsors and partners, in various ways: press conferences, media 
appearances, TV commercials, appearing on billboards, humanitarian events with 
the participation of representatives of BHFF, etc. 

The Communications Department approached its obligations in an extremely 
professional manner, and in an effort to respect UEFA/FIFA guidelines and protocols 
when it comes to the organization of media activities of national teams, especially 
the "A" national team, as well as other activities. 

When it comes to press conferences in 2021, activities were held for months at 
national team gatherings, and all conferences were related to national team 
competitions and playing of their matches. 

5. Maintenance Service and Training Center Zenica 

The service functions through two functional departments, namely: 

- Training Center Zenica  

- Maintenance department 

During 2021, the training Center in Zenica provided all the necessary conditions for 
the gatherings, preparation and playing of matches of all selections of BHFF, as well 
as for holding various educational seminars, meetings and other events in restrictive 
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epidemiological conditions and procedures prescribed by the health authorities, as 
well as UEFA's special protocols. 

The results of work from 2021 are significantly lower compared to 2019, but they are 
higher compared to the limited events of 2020, as follows: 

- 5,505 overnight stays on 05.12.2021. (7,563 overnight stays in 2019, and 4,793 in 
2020) and 

- 31 matches played (38 matches in 2019 and 9 in 2020). 

The two courts of the BHFF Training Center are maintained in a very high-quality 
manner throughout the year with help of our own equipment, as well as that is used 
by our external partner ("ALBA" d.o.o. Zenica). Regardless of weather conditions, a 
high-quality response was made in accordance with needs of playing a large number 
of matches and training sessions. 

All gatherings in the BHFF Training Center, actions, training sessions and matches 
were organizationally and safely conducted in the best order, without a single 
incident, with praise from officials and members of visiting teams and associations. 

Discussions with the City of Zenica regarding future cooperation and capacity 
expansion of the Training Center continued, and the Annex to the agreement with 
the City of Zenica for the expropriation of the land needed for expansion of the 
Center was agreed upon. 

 

C. SECTOR FOR SPORTS 

Following defined strategic goals, the Sports Department carried out a series of 
activities that maximally affirmed the Football Association of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, and at the same time contributed to the further popularization and 
development of football in our country. 

The activities of this sector are presented through activities of individual internal 
organizational units: 

1. Service for football  

In addition to the actions of representative selections, listed in a separate part of this 
Report, which were serviced at full capacity by the Football Service, with support of 
other organizational units, the following is an overview of other activities: 

- Regular annual collegium of national team head coaches, at which the common 
work principles and goals of teams were determined, 

- Project in cooperation with UEFA, elite football - camps for talented children under 
the age of 15, 

- "Grassroots" football week, 
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- Cooperation with OFFS (Open Fun Football  School), which includes assistance in 
the implementation of program activities and projects of this school, which operates 
in different parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina, 

- Active cooperation with the "Special Olympics of BiH", help and support within the 
organization of the week of football/soccer in Europe, 

- Assistance to clubs, football schools, citizens' associations and other organizations 
working with young people in sports equipment and other props, 

- Days of fair play for pre-pioneers, as co-organizers with BHFF, 

- Support for the international cadet tournament "Play football, live life" in Sarajevo, 

- Launched a plan to introduce "Grassroots" coordinators who will be of great 
importance for easier communication and development of football at the local level, 

- Contact was made with associations for cerebral palsy, and further activities are 
planned to include this population in football, 

- Support and participation in the "Football Together" project, 

- Other activities 

2. Service for competitions, judging and events 

The service implemented program tasks through its departments, as follows: 

2.a) Competition Department 

The department performed a large number of professional, administrative and 
technical tasks for the needs of the bodies and bodies of the BHFF, which relate to 
all championship and cup competitions within the jurisdiction of the BHFF. 

Through the "COMET" information system, electronic verification of data related to 
the registration of players in BiH carried out by the registration associations, as well 
as statistical processing of data related to competitions managed by BHFF, was 
performed. 

According to needs, the employees of the department were engaged in the 
organization of the matches of national teams. 

2.b) Trial Department 

In addition to the regular activities of the Department, certain educational activities 
were carried out as part of seminars for referees, futsal referees, female referees 
and trial observers. Lectures were given to the "m:tel" clubs of the Premier League of 
BiH on the Rules of the Football Game, and after that official certificates were issued 
for the purpose of club licensing for the club licensing procedure for UEFA and 
domestic competitions. Seminars were organized for referees and trial observers of 
the "m:tel" Premier League of BiH and the first entity leagues, which were attended 
by (150) one hundred and fifty referees and assistant referees, (60) sixty trial 
observers, and seminars were also held for female Premier League referees of 
women's league of Bosnia and Herzegovina, attended by (24) twenty-four referees. 
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Seminars were also organized for referees of the BiH Premier Futsal League, in 
which (26) twenty-six referees attended. The department, in cooperation with the 
entity associations, organized two dates for taking the exam for the title of "federal 
judge". Also, two seminars were organized for regional referees and fitness 
instructors. 

Documentation of former judges was received for the procedure of converting them 
into trial instructors, all in accordance with the Rulebook for judges and trials of the 
BHFF. 

Hosts were successfully organized for FIFA and UEFA officials, who performed tasks 
within the framework of playing qualifying matches of national teams and clubs 
participating in European competitions. 

2.c) Event management and other activities 

Employees of the Department participated in organization of numerous international 
matches of national teams, as well as other events and coordinated related activities. 

During reporting period, a large number of requests for download or issuance of 
international certificates on the transfer of players, i.e. certificates of non-registration 
of players, were processed. After the necessary actions for purpose of verification, 
permits for international friendly matches were issued in accordance with FIFA 
regulations. 

Several educational seminars were held for officials participating in the first two 
rounds of the competition. 

2.d) Center for education 

During 2021, a certain number of educational activities were implemented as follows: 

Extending validity of UEFA licenses of all levels of education 

A large number of coaches with different levels of education participated in these 
seminars, namely 74 coaches for extension of the validity of the UEFA B license, 
then 104 coaches for extension of the UEFA A license and 66 coaches for extension 
of the UEFA PRO license. 

Also, exams were held for 19 UEFA PRO, 21 UEFA A, and 15 Futsal C coaches. 

Implementation of UEFA seminars for all levels of education 

One group, with a total of 35 participants, was organized for the education of 
coaches joining the UEFA B course. Then, two groups (57 participants in total) were 
organized for the UEFA A coaching license, as well as three modules for the UEFA 
PRO level. 

Also, courses were organized to acquire: UEFA B goalkeeper license (15 
participants), UEFA B futsal license (14 participants), national C goalkeeper license 
(21 participants), and national C futsal license (19 participants). 
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For these generations of UEFA B, UEFA A and the new generation of UEFA PRO, 
the application of new principles of education has begun, as well as a new era of 
improved program in theoretical and practical sense foreseen by the new UEFA 
Coaching Convention. In addition to the two-semester education at UEFA B and 
UEFA A program, and four-semester education at UEFA PRO, mentoring classes 
are also organized between semesters. The lecturers of the Educational Center are 
responsible for the implementation of mentoring classes at the UEFA PRO level, 
while co-commentators are coaches of the appropriate level of education, who are 
engaged as first coaches in clubs of the highest level of the competition. 

Referee/judge testing 

The Education Center was also in charge of professional physical fitness testing, 
which included a large number of judges/judges of various competition levels 
throughout the year in basic, control and remedial terms. 
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VI NATIONAL TEAMS  

"A" national team (head coach: Ivaylo Petev) 

In the reporting period, the "A" national team played in the qualifiers for the 2022 
FIFA World Cup in Qatar. In addition to the qualification matches, the "A" national 
team also played several friendly matches, and the following results were achieved: 

24.03.2021. Finland - BiH 2:2 

27.03.2021. Bosnia and Herzegovina - Costa Rica 0:0 

31.03.2021. BiH - France 0:1 

02.06.2021. Bosnia and Herzegovina - Montenegro 0:0 

06.06.2021. Denmark - BiH 2:0 

01.09.2021. France - BiH 1:1 

09/04/2021. BiH - Kuwait 1:0 

07.09.2021. Bosnia and Herzegovina - Kazakhstan 2:2 

09.10.2021. Kazakhstan - BiH 0:2 

12.10.2021. Ukraine - BiH 1:1 

11/13/2021 Bosnia and Herzegovina - Finland 1:3 

16.11.2021. Bosnia and Herzegovina - Ukraine 0:2 

11/19/2021 USA – BiH 1:0 

 

"U-21" national team (coach Slobodan Starčević) 

The "U-21" national team started the qualification competition for the 2023 UEFA 
European Championship. In the reporting period, 7 (seven) qualifying matches and 3 
(three) friendly matches were played, namely: 

Qualification for UEFA U-21 EURO 2023 

29.03.2021. Montenegro - BiH 2:2 

03.09.2021. Bosnia and Herzegovina - Republic of Ireland 0:2 

07.09.2021 Bosnia and Herzegovina - Sweden 1:1 

08.10.2021. Bosnia and Herzegovina - Italy 1:2 

12.10.2021. Luxembourg - BiH 0:2 

12.11.2021. Sweden - BiH 4:0 

16.11.2021. Bosnia and Herzegovina - Montenegro 2:1 
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Friendly matches: 

04.06.2021. Bosnia and Herzegovina - Malta 1:0 

07.06.2021. Qatar – BiH 1:5 

11.06.2021. Bosnia and Herzegovina - Qatar 0:1 

 

"U-19" national team - 2002. (coach Slaven Musa) 

In order to prepare for the UEFA EURO 2021 qualifiers, which were to be held in 
March 2021, the junior national team played the following matches: 

09.02.2021 – Podgorica Montenegro – Bosnia and Herzegovina 1:0  

11.02.2021 – Podgorica Montenegro – Bosnia and Herzegovina 2:4 

02/23/2021 – Stara Pazova Serbia – BiH 1:0 

02/25/2021 – Stara Pazova Serbia – BiH 2:1 

(Qualifications for EURO 2021 and generation 2002 were subsequently cancelled by 
UEFA due to COVID-19). 

 

"U-19" national team - 2003. (coach Ivica Barbarić) 

In November 2021, the junior national team took part in the UEFA EURO 2022 
qualification cycle and qualified for the next, Elite Round, competition. The national 
team achived the following results: 

10.11.2021 – Albena BiH – Bulgaria 2:0 

13.11.2021 – Dobrich R. Ireland – BiH 1:1 

16.11.2021 – Dobrich Montenegro – BiH 0:4 

In order to prepare for the qualifications, this selection had 8 (eight) international 
friendly matches in the reporting period, namely: 

09.03.2021. – Međugorje BiH – North Macedonia 2:1 (selector Slaven Musa) 

11.03.2021. – Međugorje BiH – North Macedonia 2:1 (selector Slaven Musa) 

05.06.2021. – St. Martin Mura Croatia - BiH 4:2 

08.06.2021. – St. Martin Mura Saudi Arabia - BiH 1:0 

05.09.2021. – Stanišići BiH – Romania 1:5 

07.09.2021. - Stanišići BiH - Romania 1:0 

08.10.2021. - Stara Pazova Serbia - BiH 0:3 

10.10.2021. - Bačka Topola Serbia - BiH 4:0 
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"U-18" national team of Bosnia and Herzegovina - 2004. (coach Ivica Barbarić) 

In the reporting period, the "U-18" national team of Bosnia and Herzegovina played 
friendly matches, namely: 

20.04.2021 – Zenica BiH – Serbia 0:1 

22.04.2021 – Zenica BiH – Serbia 0:2 

04.05.2021 – Podgorica Montenegro – BiH 0:2 

06.05.2021 – Podgorica Montenegro – BiH 0:2 

03.08.2021 – Timisoara Romania – BiH 2:2 

08/05/2021 – Timisoara Romania – BiH 2:3 

 

"U-17" national team (coach Nermin Šabić) 

The following friendly matches were played in the reporting period: 

26.03.2021. Skopje Bosnia and Herzegovina - Bulgaria 1-1 

28.03.2021. Skopje Sj. Macedonia - Bosnia and Herzegovina 2-1 

19.05.2021. Durrës Albania - Bosnia and Herzegovina 0-0 

21.05.2021. Durrës Albania - Bosnia and Herzegovina 0-1 

22.06.2021. Zenica Bosnia and Herzegovina - Montenegro 0-1 

24.06.2021. Zenica Bosnia and Herzegovina - Montenegro 2-2 

19.-22.07.2021 Zenica Camp 

17.08.2021. Kakanj Bosnia and Herzegovina - Azerbaijan 1-0 

19.08.2021. Zenica Bosnia and Herzegovina - Azerbaijan 0-0 

14.09.2021. Sarajevo Bosnia and Herzegovina - Slovakia 0-0 

16.09.2021. Sarajevo Bosnia and Herzegovina - Slovakia 0-2 

QUALIFYING MATCHES OF THE PRELIMINARY ROUND IN FINLAND 

FOR PLACEMENT IN THE ELITE CIRCLE FOR EP 2022: 

07.10.2021. Vanta Bosnia and Herzegovina – Gibraltar 6-1 

10.10.2021. Vanta Finland - Bosnia and Herzegovina 1-1 

13.10.2021. Helsinki Bosnia and Herzegovina - Switzerland 0-1 

 

With the achieved result, we won third place and earned placement in the Elite round 
of qualifications. 
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"U-15" national team (coach Zoran Erbez / Igor Janković) 

The "U-15" selection (2005/06 year) has not participated in official UEFA 
competitions until now, since it is not officially on calendar or organized, and has only 
played friendly matches. 

Various one-day national gatherings, camps, friendly matches, as well as the "Josip 
Katalinski - Škija" and "Vlatko Marković" memorial tournaments were organized. 

 

"A" women's national team (coach Samira Hurem) 

The women's "A" national team began qualifying for the 2023 FIFA World Cup, and 
played six games in the reporting period: 

17.09.2021. - Zenica BiH - Montenegro 2:3 

21.09.2021. - Malta Malta - BiH 2:2 

21.10.2021. – Viborg Denmark - BiH 8:0 

26.10.2021. - Zenica Bosnia and Herzegovina - Russia 0:4 

25.11.2021. – Zenica BiH - Denmark 0:3 

30.11.2021. – Zenica BiH - Malta 1:0 

This selection also played 4 friendly matches, namely: 

09.04.2021 – Zenica BiH – Albania 0:0 

13.04.2021 – Telki Hungary – BiH 0:0 

11.06.2021 – Sofia Bulgaria – BiH 0:1 

26.08.2021 – Zenica BiH – North Macedonia 1:0 

 

Women's "U-19" national team (coach Dragan Jevtić) 

The women's "U-19" national team played friendly matches in the reporting period: 

17.02.2021. Stara Pazova Serbia - Bosnia and Herzegovina 5-3 

19.02.2021. Stara Pazova Serbia - Bosnia and Herzegovina 5-0 

03.03.2021. Zenica Bosnia and Herzegovina – Sj. Macedonia 7-0 

05.03.2021. Zenica Bosnia and Herzegovina – Sj. Macedonia 5-0 

01.06.2021. Bar Montenegro - Bosnia and Herzegovina 1-2 

03.06.2021. Bar Montenegro - Bosnia and Herzegovina 1-2 

23.06.2021. Čatež Slovenia - Bosnia and Herzegovina 2-4 

25.06.2021. Čatež Slovenia - Bosnia and Herzegovina 1-2 
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08.09.2021. Hadžići Bosnia and Herzegovina - Croatia 3-1 

10.09.2021. Hadžići Bosnia and Herzegovina - Croatia 2-1 

This national team participated in the UEFA qualification tournament in our 
organization (B division), preliminary round, which was organized in Mostar and 
Široki Brijeg. The following results were achieved: 

 

19.10.2021. Mostar Bosnia and Herzegovina - Armenia 13-0 

22.10.2021. Široki Brijeg Bosnia and Herzegovina - Estonia 4-0 

25.10.2021. Mostar Montenegro - Bosnia and Herzegovina 0-1 

The women's "U-19" national team made it to the next round of the competition. 

 

Women's "U-17" national team (coach Ilija Lucić) 

In the reporting period, this selection played friendly matches and held selective 
camps, namely: 

22.02.2021. Stara Pazova Serbia - Bosnia and Herzegovina 5-1 

24.02.2021. Stara Pazova Serbia - Bosnia and Herzegovina 3-0 

25.05.2021. Kakanj Bosnia and Herzegovina - Montenegro 2-1 

27.05.2021. Zenica Bosnia and Herzegovina - Montenegro 1:0 

02.-05.08.2021. Zenica Camp 

24.08.2021. Bihać Bosnia and Herzegovina - Slovenia 1-2 

24.08.2021. Bihać Bosnia and Herzegovina - Slovenia 1-2 

11.-14.10.2021. Zenica Camp 

 

In the second part of 2021, our team participated in the UEFA qualification 
tournament in Portugal, and achieved the following results: 

 

08.11.2021. Faro Bosnia and Herzegovina – Germany 0-4 

11.11.2021. Faro Bosnia and Herzegovina - Finland 0-4 

14.11.2021. Faro Portugal - Bosnia and Herzegovina 2-0 
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"U-19" futsal national team (coach Ivo Krezo) 

In 2021, the "U-19" futsal national team of Bosnia and Herzegovina participated in 
the international tournament in Serbia ("Futsal love Vrnjačka Banja"), where they 
achieved the following results: 

02.11.2021. Bosnia and Herzegovina - Croatia 2:1 

03.11.2021. Bosnia and Herzegovina - France 0:6 

06.11.2021. Bosnia and Herzegovina - Finland 6:5 

 

"A" Futsal national team (coach Ivo Krezo) 

In 2021, the futsal national team of Bosnia and Herzegovina participated in the 
qualifications for UEFA EURO 2022. As part of the qualification, the following 
matches were played: 

28.01.2021. Bosnia and Herzegovina - North Macedonia 2:1 

02/03/2021. Serbia - BiH 2:4 

03/04/2021. Romania - BiH 2:3 

10.03.2021. Bosnia and Herzegovina - Romania 5:0 

08.04.2021. North Macedonia - BiH 2:3 

14.04.2021. Bosnia and Herzegovina - Serbia 1:3 

 

After the qualifiers, our national team won the first place in the group and achieved a 
direct placement at the UEFA FUTSAL EURO 2022, which will take place in January 
2022 in Amsterdam. 

In the reporting period, this selection also played friendly matches, as follows: 

15.11.2021. Hungary - BiH 1:2 

16.11.2021. Hungary - BiH 5:2 

Also, this team participated in two international tournaments: the International "Umag 
Nations Cup 2021" (September 2021), as well as the international tournament in 
Slovakia (December 2021). 

 

Futsal women's national team (coach Nijaz Mulahmetović) 

This selection for the first time participated in the UEFA qualification tournament 
(preliminary round) in Moldova, and achieved the following results: 

16.08.2021. Netherlands - BiH 7:3 

17.08.2021. Moldova - BiH 0:3 
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19.08.2021. BiH - Armenia 2:4 

Also, two friendly matches were played, namely: 

05.06.2021. Slovenia - BiH 2:3 

06.06.2021. Slovenia - BiH 1:6 
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VII CLUB COMPETITION 

In 2021, BHFF in cooperation with the competent bodies, managed following 
competitions, namely: "m:tel" Premier League of BiH and finals of the Cup of BiH, 
Premier Youth League of BiH (U-19, U-17 and U-15), Youth Cup, Premier Women's 
League of BiH (senior women and U-17), Cup of BiH for Women and Premier Futsal 
League of BiH, U-19 Premier Futsal League (tournament), and Cup of BiH in futsal. 

BHFF financially helped clubs in all the above-mentioned competitions, which means 
that all clubs are exempt from competition registration fees. It also provided high-
quality balls for playing matches. A general sponsor, ("m:tel") from Banja Luka was 
secured for the Premier League of BiH, which solved issue of paying officials 
expenses. Clubs also received certain funds based on TV rights, and on the basis of 
achieved placement and ranking list at the end of the season. 

The title of champion of Bosnia and Herzegovina in the 2020/2021 season was won 
by the team of FK "Borac" Banja Luka. The following teams qualified for the 
qualification phase of the UEFA competition: NK "Široki Brijeg", FC "Velež", and FC 
"Sarajevo". The following have left the Premier League: FC "Mladost" and FC 
"Krupa". Winner of the BiH Cup for the 2020/2021 competitive season year (seniors) 
was the team of FC "Sarajevo". 

The winner of the championship in the youth competition of players under the age of 
19 is FC "Zvijezda 09". The title of champion of Bosnia and Herzegovina in the cadet 
competition under the age of 17 was won by HŠK "Zrinjski", and the pioneer under 
the age of 15 was won by FC "Željezničar". 

The title in the women's senior competition was won by the team "SFK 2000 
"Sarajevo", which qualified for the UEFA Champions League. "SFK 2000 Sarajevo" 
is also the winner of the BiH Women's Cup. The title of BiH champion was won by 
the cadets of "SFK 2000 Sarajevo" in the competition of players up to 17 years of 
age in this league. 

The first place in the Premier Futsal League was taken by the FC "Mostar SG 
Staklorad" team from Mostar, which is also the winner of the BiH Futsal Cup. 

First place in the U-19 Premier Futsal League was taken by MNK "Seljak" from 
Livno. 

In the second part of the reporting period, competitions in new competitive season 
began, which will continue in 2022. 
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VIII CLUBS LICENSING 

In 2021, the Club Licensing and International Relations Department, in accordance 
with the previously determined plan, carried out tasks and activities in the best 
possible way. 

As every year, work of the Department was dedicated to the preparations for club 
licensing, which in previous year also successfully completed complete and complex 
licensing procedure for clubs of the Premier League of Bosnia and Herzegovina, as 
well as clubs of the Women's Premier League. After first experimental year, in 2020, 
the club licensing procedure was carried out for obtaining a license and participating 
in competitions of the First Leagues of the BHFF and FFRS. 

In that procedure, with the strict application of provisions by the Rulebook on the 
Clubs Licensing for Participation in Premier League BiH Competitions and 
Participation in UEFA Club Competitions, and the application of the norms 
prescribed by the "Club Licensing Quality Standards" manual (2012 edition), the 
Club Licensing Administration was constant support to all interested entities that are 
directly involved in the process of the club licensing system. 

The procedure known as "Benchmarking" (processing and delivery of financial data) 
in all clubs of the Premier League of BiH is carried out through the "e-platform" of 
UEFA, where the financial data of the clubs are stored and controlled. 

The club monitoring process refers only to clubs participating in the UEFA 
competition, and took place between BHFF-UEFA. The cross-section of the situation 
in the clubs refers to the day 30.06.2021. The deadlines for additional monitoring 
have not been moved, so they were valid until September 30, 2021. with the 
deadline for data submission until 15.10.2021. The monitoring procedure was 
successfully completed within the stipulated period with confirmations received from 
UEFA. 

On the date of 13.09.2021. in 2008, a meeting was held for the annual internal 
review of the club licensing system, as well as the monitoring process, where a 
systematic analysis of the previously performed procedure was carried out. Tasks 
were defined with the aim of improving the licensing system, effectiveness and 
efficiency in the procedure itself. 

Based on the prescribed list of documents of the Club Licensing Quality Standard, 
and in accordance with the relevant documentation, on September 30, 2021. 
Certification audit of "SGS", an authorized auditing firm from Switzerland, was 
performed. The audit was done in an abbreviated form, via an online platform. All 
requirements in accordance with the standards and criteria were successfully met 
and BHFF received a certificate for club licensing from the authorized audit house 
("SGS") at the end of the year. 

In December 2021, a new contract was concluded with the audit firm "Recontroling" 
d.o.o. Pupil. The following audit firms were selected for the audit of the clubs' 
operations in the licensing process, namely: "Aditon" d.o.o. Banja Luka, "BDO" d.o.o. 
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Banja Luka, "Grand Thorton" d.o.o. Banja Luka, "Revizija K & P" d.o.o. Mostar, "UHY 
Revident" d.o.o. Mostar and "Recons" d.o.o. Sarajevo. 

At the Arbitration Sports Court in Lausanne, proceedings are being conducted on the 
lawsuit filed by FK "Mladost" Doboj Kakanj due to the decision of the Second 
Instance Licensing Commission of BHFF clubs and the non-issuance of a license to 
participate in competition of the BiH Premier League. 

The necessary changes were adopted for the Rulebook on Licensing Clubs for 
Participation in UEFA Club Competitions and the Rulebook on Licensing Clubs for 
Competitions in the Premier League of BiH for the season of 2022/2023 at the 
session of the BHFF Ex CO in December 2021. 
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IX STANDARD AND QUALITY 

 

1.) Within the planned activities related to the continuation of the system introduction 
procedure of quality management within BHFF, a significant part of work was carried 
out on implementation of the project "Implementation of the quality management 
system according to the requirements of the international standard ISO 9001:2015 in 
business processes of the Football Association of Bosnia and Herzegovina". As 
already known, it is a project that was accepted and financially supported by UEFA 
from dispositive funds of the "Hat-Trick V" development fund, which is why there is 
an obligation to regularly report on its implementation. Consequently, such reports 
were submitted to UEFA in February and July 2021. 

In this regard, in accordance with the project plan, the following activities were 
carried out: 

a) Two meetings of the Quality Management Team were held. 

At the first meeting, apart from the formal and legal constitution of the Team 
composed of members of the BHFF administration, and other acts, the following 
were adopted: 

• Instructions for work of the Quality Management System Team, 

• Information on previous activities on implementation of the quality management 
system, 

• Analysis of report on the compliance of current business system of BHFF with the 
requirements of the reference standard, 

• Plan of subsequent activities on implementation of the quality management system. 

A large number of important documents for implementation of the quality 
management system were adopted at the second meeting of the Team, as it follows: 

• Revised program for designing the quality management system, 

• Context of the BHFF organization (external and internal factors that influence 
functioning of business processes), 

• BHFF process scheme, 

• Instructions for marking QMS documents; 

• Instructions for design and content of QMS documents (with appropriate 
supplements); 

• Instructions for planning, creating and modifying QMS documents, with appendices: 

- Plan for creating quality management system documents, 

-Sticker for marking the QMS document binder, 

- Record of destruction of invalid QMS documents, 
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-Request for modification/creation of a new QMS document. 

• Procedure for managing QMS documents, with additions: 

- Register of valid editions of QMS documents, 

-Register of laws of state bodies applicable in BHFF, 

- Register of UEFA and FIFA regulations applicable in BHFF, 

- Register of national and international standards applicable in BHFF, 

- Register of users of QMS documents, 

- Record sheet for distribution of quality management system documents. 

b) After, in accordance with the adopted Process Scheme, a decision was made on 
the "owners of the process" from among the members of BHFF administration, the 
process of familiarizing them with requirements of the standards related to each 
process that was carried out (10). In this regard, individual mini-presentations were 
organized during which, in addition to the exchange of information and opinions with 
process owners, process descriptions were created that identify and include: process 
inputs and outputs, material and human resources, process indicators, documented 
information necessary in the process, SWOT analysis, goals, risks, as well as 
reporting from the process. 

c) The complex task of preparing the Rulebook on work quality of BHFF has been 
started, which should be continued and completed in 2022. 

In connection with implementation of the planned activities, it should be noted that 
the task related to delivery of the "Letter of Intent" to all employees and permanent 
associates, signed by the General Secretary, and with the aim of informing and 
familiarizing them with the implementation of the quality management system in 
BHFF, was not completed, and that same needs to be done as soon as possible, 
through the competent service of the Alliance. 

It is especially necessary to mention that in March 2021, the sudden death of an 
expert, our permanent consultant Jasmin Hamza, who was from beginning  
maximally engaged in the implementation of all project activities as a representative 
of the partner company TÜV SÜD Sava d.o.o. Ljubljana - Sarajevo branch. This 
caused a certain halt and delay in the implementation, because the partner company 
was not immediately able to appoint another adequate person to continue the 
planned project activities. Therefore, the option of terminating the contract with this 
partner and involving another partner was considered. However, after additional 
consultations and meetings, the cooperation with the mentioned partner continued, 
which through the company "IDEA-Co" included Sead Jahić as an external expert for 
further activities on the implementation of the project. 

2.) After the implementation of the UEFA principles of good governance within BHFF 
began in 2020, in accordance with the requirements of the accepted and financially 
supported project application, appropriate documents (tabular overview) and 
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information related to the implementation of the project were delivered to UEFA in a 
timely manner. 

After reviewing our report, UEFA evaluated the status of each principles of good 
management by individual points, along with the corresponding guidelines and tasks 
that should be carried out in the period of further implementation. It was established 
that we are already applying certain principles, where some have been partially 
implemented, and others have to be yet implemented in order for the project to be 
entirely successfully completed. In this regard, certain tabular representations and 
proposals for improvements in functioning and alignment with UEFA principles of 
good governance were submitted. 

Bearing in mind that, with the support and help of UEFA experts, during reporting 
period, preparatory activations were carried out to define the Strategic Plan of BHFF, 
which includes the principles of good management, where these two processes 
conducted in close coordination with each other.  
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X INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS 

Due to problems with certain local communities where infrastructure projects were 
started, BHFF managed to bring them to completion almost entirely. Obtaining 
tranches of financial resources from UEFA and FIFA grants depended on the 
completed situations of the projects, and they were divided into several segments. 

Approved projects which are in the final phase are: 

1. The project of improving reflector lighting at the stadiums of the Premier League of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina; 

2. Youth football infrastructure development project through the wider social 
community - fields with artificial grass; 

3. Project of procurement and distribution of disinfectants and equipment for the 
needs of BHFF and its members. 

1. Project of improving reflector lighting at the stadiums of the BHT Premier League 
of Bosnia and Herzegovina 

Four years ago, BHFF launched a project to improve reflector lighting at the 
stadiums in the Premier League of BiH. The project is conceptually conceived and 
projected so that BHFF provides, procures and installs reflector bodies with 
photometric calculations for every stadium in the Premier League of BiH. Clubs and 
local communities were obliged to prepare documentation, secure permits and install 
transformer stations, as well as reflector poles with appropriate foundations along 
with complete distribution of electrical installations. 

The end of this project will be after all the work on the last two planned project 
locations (Prijedor and Trebinje) are completed. 

2. Youth football infrastructure development project through wider social community - 
fields with artificial grass 

This project was conceived with the aim of realization, cooperation and involvement 
of local communities where potential locations for the construction of the field were 
nominated, and the clubs from those areas have organized youth facilities. Potential 
candidates, local communities, applied for the project through their organizational 
associations and BHFF secured funds for this project from the UEFA program "Hat 
Trick V" in the amount of EUR 2,000,000.00. 

In 2021, the fields in Čapljina, Bijeljina and Prijedor were completed. Finalisation of 
this project is expected at the beginning of 2022, when the pitch at the stadium in 
Goražde will be assembled. 

3. Project of procurement and distribution of disinfectants and equipment for the 
needs of BHFF and its members 

As part of the project to help clubs as a result of the COVID 19 pandemic, and based 
on the FIFA project to help national associations, our Association was granted funds 
in the amount of 1,000,000 USD. By the end of 2021, the distribution of funds has 
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been carried out, which reflected in direct financial assistance to clubs at all levels of 
competition organized by BHFF and entity associations. 
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XI CONCLUSION 

The past year was very demanding from every point of view for both, organization 
and preparation of all activities in BiH Football Federation, as well as for their 
implementation. A large number of events in certain time cycles of the year require 
additional employee engagement. As for this year it was a very complex task due to 
the large number of sick employees in the BHFF administration, which created a 
special problem in terms of organization, and especially in implementation. To our 
satisfaction, we managed to accomplish set of tasks and make a new step forward in 
the preparation, organization and implementation of events with a limited number of 
people. Despite the problems, regular and elective General Assembly of the BHFF 
was organized, where all set of tasks were carried out. A new leadership was 
elected, new commissions were appointed, so that space was created for the 
continuation of progressive action in the direction of the development of football in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina. The evaluation of their previous work is evident through 
regular activities at the sessions, and they made the necessary decisions in 
accordance with the positive regulations of the BHFF. 

Relations with FIFA and UEFA are at a high level and the trust of these associations 
towards our Association is reflected above all through the allocation of significant 
funds from their grants. The BHFF strategy development project in cooperation with 
UEFA is in its final phase. Organizational activities in the preparation of the 
European Championship for female cadets in 2022 in our country are in an 
advanced stage. Special coordination team has been formed that will take care of all 
aspects of the organization of the most significant football event this year in our 
country. 

By receiving funds from the HatTrick UEFA project for harmonizing and applying the 
principles of good management, the standardization of processes in the 
administration of the General Secretariat of BHFF appears as the first priority.      
Real savings can be achieved in many segments of work through the high-quality 
application of standards and procedures. Activities began in the fall of 2020 and the 
project is expected to be completed at the end of 2022. Our goal is to meet strict 
requirements of ISO standards and obtain an internationally recognized certificate. 

Protecting the integrity of the competition is a task that we carry out in full capacity, 
together with the organs and bodies of the BHFF. We completely fulfil the obligations 
prescribed by law, with active monitoring of changes, amendments and additions to 
relevant regulations. That is our mission and we will entirely fulfil it. 

                                                                                                                        PRESIDENT 
                                                                                                                        Vico Zeljković 


